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Window washing 
EAN ESKRA/ As~oc. photo editor 
3 Eastern 
programs 
still on list 
By STEPHANIE CARROLL 
Staff writer 
Even though the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education narrowed its list of programs recom-
mended for elimination at Illinois state universi-
ties from 190 to 29 at its meeting Tuesday in 
Chicago, three of Eastem's programs remain on 
the elimination liSt. 
The IBHE adopted a resolution by a 14-2 vote 
declaring 29 programs economically and educa-
tionally unjustified, eliminating state funding for 
intercollegiate athletics by 1996 and reducing 
administrative and research costs. 
Dr. Steven Becker, of the botany department, taJces advantage of mild weather to clean whitewash off of 
the glass of the Thut Greenlwuse 1Uesday afternoon. Becker explained that the whitewash was put on 
The IBHE recommended 190 programs at 12 
state universities for elimination last year as 
part of its Priorities, Quality and Productivity 
Initiative. The PQP Initiative is targeted at rut-
ting wasteful spending by universities. 
• Continued on Page 2 
glass in order to shade the plants during the summer. 
Senate nlembers: , Carmona abused his power 
By JOHN FERAK 
dent ovemment editor 
Two members of the Student Senate 
ve taken steps to begin proceedings 
ronight to impeach Board of _Governors 
presentative Roh Carmona. 
Student Senate members John Kohl 
and Alec Nevalainen are spearheading 
a petition t.o remove Carmona, the stu-
dent representative to Eastern's gov-
erning body. 
The two have accused Carmona of 
misappropriating supplies and not ful-
filling his duties during the summer 
session. Their move to hnpeach-
Carmona from Student Government 
marks only the second time the 
Student Senate has considered remov-
ing an official for conduct. 
Kohl accuses Carmona of making at 
least 140 photocopies for classroom use 
from an allowance he is given for BOG-
related duties. At 10 cents a copy, 
Carmona is being impeached for 
allegedly misusing about $15. 
Before a member may be impeached, 
five senate members must present a 
petition requesting the action to the 
senate speaker. Two-thirds of the sen-
ate must vote for removal of the 
impeached official before he or she is 
required t.o leave the senate. 
Carmona will be given a hearing t.o 
decide the case before the senate at 
tonight's meeting. The hearing will 
likely take place in a closed session, 
said Senate Speaker Bobby Smith. 
Carmona admits he made photo-
copies of a reading assignment for his 
graduate economics course, but main-
tains he did it for the right reasons. 
"There were five or six other stu-
dents in this class," Carmona said. 
"The teacher said the economic depart-
ment couldn't fund Xeroxing all these 
outside reading assignments, so I vol-
unteered to do this to help my class 
out. 
"I guess rm guilty of trying t.o help 
Impeachment issue divides senate 
By JOHN FERAK However, Student Government 
Studentgovermnenteditor • Carmona'& members Blake Wood and Matt 
Giordano said they think Kohl and 
'impeachment other senat.e members are bringing 
vote, election forward unwarranted personal 
1e8111ts top Stu- attacks against Carmona. . 
Tonight's impeachment hearing for 
Board of Governors representative 
Ron Carmona has Student 
Government members already taking 
sides on the issue. 
Senat.e member Kevin Dwyer said 
Carmona's impeachment is certainly 
one of the most important decisions 
many senat.e members have tackled 
so fat: 
Carmona will be asked t.o answer to 
allegations of charges of misappropri-
ating supplies and not functioning as 
BOG representative during this past 
summer senate. Senate members 
John Kohl f4D.d Alec Nevalainen have 
led the petition to remove Carmona. 
"Senator Nevalainen and I openly 
disagree on about every issue," Dwyer 
said. "However, with questions about 
Carmona's unethical practices, it's 
hard to take this issue lightly." 
For Carmona to be removed as 
BOG representative, two-thirds of all 
senate members present for the hear-
ing must vote in favor of his dis-
missal. Dwyer said the "swing vote" 
will probably be newer and inexperi-
enced senate members. 
"These issues are simply black and 
white," Dwyer said. "If he did cheat 
five or six students' tests scores," 
Carmona said. "If this is the thanks I 
get, I won't do it again. I was doing this 
t.o improve people's academic grades. I 
guess I'm guilty as charged, put a 
noose on me." 
Carmona said he can refute the 
other charge of not fulfilling his duties 
t.o the BOG during summer senate. 
"I went t.o the summer board meet-
dent Senate "He has not done anything wrong, 
agenda. See ethically ~d legally, and if he has, fd 
like to see some evidence," said Wood, 
Page 5. financial .vice president and 
Ron Carmona -------• 
the student body, he will pay the con-
sequences." 
Dwyer said future senat;e meetings 
could spark some heated debates 
because the issue of Carmona's 
impeachment-will divide many senat.e 
members. 
"I personally expect to bring my 
helmet to future senat;e meetings," 
Dwyer said. "The senat;e meetings will 
get ugly- words will get exchanged. 
Freshman senate member Lore 
Baker said she signed her name on 
the petition seeking Carmona's 
removal. 
"I'm a member of the internal 
affairs committee, and we felt the 
allegations needed t.o be looked into," 
Baker said. "It's not a life-or-death sit-
uation, but I wouldn't have signed 
anything if I didn't think there was 
conclusive evidence there." 
ing," Carmona said. "I'm in the min-
utes, and I had my picture taken there 
with (BOG) Chancellor Layzell. 
"I don't know where my performance 
as BOG rep has anything t.o do with a 
photocopy machine. The senate's credi-
bility will get lost in this issue," he 
added. 
Nevalainen and Kohl said this isn't a 
case where "th~y're out to get 
Apportionment Board chairman. 
"The senate should demand proof 
and evidence t.o back this up," he said. 
"If there isn't (evidence), this case 
should be dismissed immediately to 
avoid any further damage and credi-
bility t.o Ron Carmona's name." 
Chief of Staff Matt Giordano said 
his support for Carmona st.ems from 
Carmona's dedication to the job. 
"I think Ron's demonstrated an 
excellent response to the student 
body," Giordano said. "Since fve been 
in Student Government, I've never 
seen a thorough and in-depth BOG 
report until Ron was elected." 
Giordano said the senate members 
bringing the charges against 
Carmona are doing this for "personal 
reasons." · 
"It's obvious he's done his job. It 
(the impeachment) is a disgrace to 
Student Government and t.o the stu-
dent body." 
Carmona." 
"If any · executives, whether that's 
(Senate Speaker) Bobby Smith or who-
ever, did the same thing, we'd still take 
the necessary st.eps," Nevalainen said. 
"My whole problem is his abuse of his 
executive power. 
"You might say that making some 
• Continued on Page 2 
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The Board of Governors was 
given a year to prove these 
programs should not be elimi-
nated. A total of 29 programs 
at nine universities remain 
under recommendation for 
elimination. 
Board of Governors spokes-
woman Michelle Brazell said 
after the meeting, three pro-
grams at Eastern previously 
recommended for elimination 
remain under that recommen-
dation. Those programs in-
clude the master's of science in 
Technology, the bachelor's of 
arts in German and the mas-
ter's of Business Administra-
tion. Brazell said the fate of 
these programs will be decided 
in June or July. 
The programs that will 
remain on intensive review 
but are no longer recommend-
ed for elimination are the 
bachelor's of arts in 
Technology Education and the 
bachelor's of science in 
African-American Studies. The 
master's of science in botany 
was consolidated in order to 
avoid elimination. 
Brazell said the BOG con-
tinues to disagree with the 
IBHE's recommendation of 
eliminating Eastern's master's 
of science in Technology 
because of the programs 
"uniqueness." 
"We decided the program is 
a viable program," Brazell 
said. "We said it is a unique 
program that serves working 
adults. Both the enrollment 
and the number of graduates 
have increased in the last 10 
years. There is · a also a great 
demand for this program in 
the Decatur area." 
The IBHE cited reasons 
Get over the Hump at 
such as inadequacy of 
resources to maintain a high 
quality program and the clos-
ing of Chanute Air Force Base 
in Rantoul as reasons for the 
recommendation, according to 
Brazell. 
Brazell said the BOG 
agreed with the IBHE that the 
master's of Business 
Administration and the bache-
lor's of arts in German are not 
perfect programs. She added 
the BOG does not feel the pro-
grams are at a point where 
they should be eliminated, 
though. 
The IBHE recommended 
the master's of Business of 
Administration for elimination 
because of high costs and 
because it did not feel the pro-
gram was central to the uni-
versity's mission. 
The IBHE also voted to . 
eliminate state funding for 
intercollegiate athletics by 
1996 at its meeting. State 
funds for intercollegiate athlet-
ics would be phased out 
between now and 1996. 
Brazell said the IBHE's 
request is not realistic. The 
BOG disagreed with the IBHE 
on this issue saying intercolle-
giate athletics are an impor-
tant part of the college experi-
ence and provide educations 
for many athletes. 
The IBHE said the universi-
ty could start looking at ways 
to depend less on state funds 
for athletics by raising the 
price of gate tickets or by pri-
vate fundrajsing. . . 
Also at Tuesday'!'! meeting, 
the IBHE voted to reduce 
more administrative and 
research costs at universities . . 
Brazell said although the 
BOG has reallocated $11 mil-
~arty's 
Lunch & Dinner Special: 
Quarterpounder w/ cheese, bacon, 
lettuce, tomato & fries $2.99 
$1 16 oz Drafts 
''Marty's seroes only cold premium 
qua_lity Lite & Genuine Draft Beer. " 
Tonite: 
·s Mozzarella Sticks $1 
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Program eliminations Carmona 
•From Page 1 The following programs were recommended to be 
cut by the Illinois Board of Higher Education. 
Eastern Illinois University* copies isn't hurting anybody. 
• B.A. In German But it's hurting the students 
• M.S. In Technology who elected him," Nevalainen 
• Master of Business Administration added. "The (senate) constitu-
Chicago State University* tion is designed for a system of 
• M.S.Ed in Bilingual/Bicultural Education checks and balances." 
Governors State University* In a letter obtained by The 
•M.A. in Music Daily Eastern News, a student 
Northeastern Illinois University* enrolled in a class with 
• B.S. in Physics M.S.Ed. in Teaching of Language Arts Carmona wrote, "I believe I 
• M.S. in Earth Science have witnessed an abuse of 
Western Illinois University* power by a Student Govern-
• M.S. in Industrial Technology ment official. 
Illinois State University 
•Master of Music Performance "Mr. Carmona, the BOG 
• Ed.D. in Art Education representative, mentioned he 
• Ph.D. in Biological Science could get the copies for the 
Northern Illinois University entire class through his office 
• Ph.D. in Economics copier. When the professor 
• Ph.D. in Geology Ed.D. in Special Education asked if Carmona was able t.o 
Southern Illinois University-Carbondale do this, Carmona said some-
• B.S. in Consumer Economics and Family Man thing to the effect of, 'I've got 
• M.S. in Administration of Justice my own account. I'm allowed 
•Ph.D. in Education (Physical Education) to make x-x amount of copies, 
•Ph.D. in Sociology 
• Ph.D. in Political Science so I'm okay. Nobody will know.' 
University of Illinois The next week, the our entire 
• B.S. in Biophysics class had our copies." 
• B.S. in Entomology In a petition requesting 
· • B.S. in Astronomy Carmona's removal from 
• B.S. in Food Industry · , , , .·, ,, . Student Government, Kohl 
• B.S. in Human Resources and F *denotes and Nevalainen state that 
• M.S. in Foods and Nufritran" : , ', ("' i, tt. _ BOG schools after weighing the allegations 
•Ph.D. in Foods and Nutritior:( ' ', ..' 1 '.'~'/: lW]f:. .. .~ , 
• M.S. in General Human ResourcesaridTuf.BJIV'.studies against Carmona, sufficient 
L-----------~___.,.......,.. _,,·"L..:...;' ' -. L...' .........::.··...,;,· _____ ___, evidence warranted a full sen-
lion into undergraduate 
instruction, more can be done. 
"We're looking at where can 
we take money from adminis-
trative costs and reallocate it 
back into undergraduate 
instruction," she said. 
The IBHE discussed and 
adopted a · ~otion refe:ITing a 
report to university governing 
boards asking them to exam-
ine sick leave policies. 
Brazell said the BOG 
agreed with the IBHE's recom-
CHRIS SOPRYCH/Art director ate hearing to remove 
mendation to look at sick leave Carmona from Student 
policies saying it is a benefit to Government. 
employ~es, but it is a burden Carmona is only the second 
to the universities. Student Government official t.o 
The state Legislature be impeached. In 1985, Joe 
passed a law in 1984 requiring Butler was removed as 
public institutions to. pay Eastern's student body presi-
employees one-half of their • dent after allegations of negli-
unused 8:ccumulate ·sick ~ays gence in appointing students 
~pon retirement or termma- to various boards, damaging a 
bon. , . " hotel room in Terre Haute, 
"'We re OJ?en "to l?ok at it, Ind., during a Student Senat.e 
Brazell said: W~ d havel to retreat and responding inap-
really bargam with facu ty, propriately to impeachment. 
FALL TE~CHER PLACEMENT DAY/JOB FAIR 
November 12, 1993 
u~~~®[J~~~Y 
ft 9:00 A.M.- 3:00P.M. 
U~~(Q)~ B©l~~[J®(Q)m 
ALTAMONT,IL - Altamont CUSD 
DANVILLE,IL - Danville Dist 118 
ELGIN,IL - Elgin School Dist U-46 
GRANITE CITY,IL - Granite City Schools 
JACKSONVILLE,IL- Jacksonville #117 
LITCHFIELD,IL - Litchfield CUSD #12 
LOVINGTON,IL - Lovington High School 
MATTOON,IL- Mattoon Comm Unit #2 
MT.VERNON,IL- Mt. Vernon Dist #80 
OAK PARK,IL - Oak Park & River Forest High School District #200 
OSWEGO,IL - OSWEGO COMMUNITY SCHOOL DIST #308 
PARK FOREST,IL - Park Forest-Chicago Heights District #163 
PARK RIDGE - Maine Township High School 
PEKIN,IL - Pekin Public Schools 
PEORIA,IL - Peoria Public Schools 
PONTIAC,IL - Livingston County Special Services Unit 
RAMSEV,IL - Ramsey CUSD #204 
ROCKFORD,IL - Rockford Public Schools 
ROCKTON,IL - Hononegah High School 
SPRINGFIELD,IL - Corrections School Dist #428 
SPRINGFIELD,IL - Springfield Public Schools 
STREATOR,IL - LaSalle County Educational Alliance for Special Education 
SULLIVAN,IL - Sullivan CUSD #300 
TAYLORVILLE,IL - Taylorville CUSD #3 
URBANA,IL - Urbana School Dist 116 
VENICE,IL - Venice CUSD #3 
WATSEKA,IL- Iroquois County CUSD #9 
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Forum allows 
candidates 
to voice views 
By BOB CRAMPTON 
Staff writer 
Seven of the nine candi-
dates vying for five full-year 
seats and one-half year seats 
in the on-campus district 
expressed their views and 
opinions why they should be 
elected in Wednesday's 
Student Senate elections. 
A forum to help students 
learn about the issues facing 
those running for senate was 
held Tuesday night in the 
Coleman Hall auditorium. 
Only the on-campus district 
will have a competitive elec-
tion as nine students are 
challenging for six seats. 
Although students challeng-
ing in the off-campus and at-
large districts are running 
unopposed, several attended 
the forum to state their plat-
form. 
Junior challenger Chris 
Boyster, whose motto is "if 
you work with me, I'll work 
for you," believes he can be a 
force in the senate if given 
the opportunity. 
"There seems to be a 
tremendous apathy toward 
Student Senate," said 
Boyster, a transfer from 
Belleville Area College. "I 
want to send a message to the 
students that Student Senate 
is their voice. If I am elected, 
I will do everything in my 
power to _be accessible to stu-
dents." 
Sophomore Harvey Pettry 
said he has a great deal of 
knowledge concerning several 
on-campus groups, and thinks 
he is a prime representative 
of it. 
"I feel as though I repre-
sent the average student," 
said Pettry, a member of the 
Residence Hall Association. " 
One student expressing a 
need for more unity among 
student organizations was 
junior special education 
major Dara Scheller. 
EAN ESKRA/ Assoc. photo edi~or · · · .. 
Freshmen Jason Anselment addresses audience members at Tuesday night's Student .·.'. . 
Senate Forum. Anselment is one of 17 students vying for 18 seats in Wedriesday's ezec_:·~ 
tion. - . . .. ·; . . 
"I would like to see all the things worked out. I work like win her enough votes here at · · 
organizations come together," a mule. I just keep on work- Eastern. · • · · : 
said Scheller, who also sug- ing on pushing until I get "I transferred here \vit~:, : ~ :. ' 
gested establishing a bicycle things done." fresh ideas and new opin- ' · : , 
route on campus. Transfer student Katherine ions," said Close, who served 
Sophomore Jerry Nuzzo Close said she's hoping her as secretary and vice presi- > ., 
said: "I'm really. good at prob- past experiences in senate at dent of Student Senate at h~ -
lem solving and getting Elgin Community College will junior college. · · · 
. . 
TV merger draws questions < 
By AMY CARNES · 
Administration editor 
Several Faculty Senate members expressed 
concern Tuesday about the recently 
announced joint media venture between Mid-
Illinois Newspapers Inc. and WEIU-TV to 
bring the news to east-central Illinois. 
"Mid-Illinois News Scan," which debuted 
Monday; will be. broadcast Monday through 
Friday, featuring employees of the Mattoon 
Journal .Gazette and Charleston Times-
Courier as anchors. 
Senate member John Allison called the 
joint media venture "an astonishingly odd 
development." He said he questions the legali-
ty of the deal, adding it gives one newspaper 
an unfair, competitive edge over another. 
Senate member Gary Aylesworth agreed 
that the legal aspect of the venture should be 
investigated. He also said the educational 
benefits to Eastern students have not been 
clearly stated and the lack of information con-
cerning the merger is a problem. . ~. 
Faculty Senate chairman Bill Adcµson said . 
he will ask John Beabout, director of the ·. ·:_ .. • 
Radio-TV Center, and Student Senate · ,_. 
Speaker Bobby Smith to attend a Faculty ·:· 
Senate meeting to further discuss the meqfii: .. ::· 
merger. . . .. 
In other matters .Tuesday, representatives . :._ 
from Eastern's Council on Academic Affairs · 
visited the senate to discuss and answer ques-'.'.. 
... 
tions about the transferabl'e general ed.µcation : -:- . 
curriculum. · 
The transferable general education currieu- · .· ,, 
lum is mentioned in the Illinois Articulation._:"_.· 
Initiative, a plan launched iri January 1993: .:· .' · 
proposing a general education curriculmn'·:~: ' 
that ·would simplify transferring betwe~n\ .. ::· 
Illinois colleges and universities. · . . . :'. ·:. ·. · 
The 41-hour transfer package inchide1f~- -:,_ 
three courses from the areas of comniunica- . ._.-
tion, humanities and fine arts and social' and: . ·: .. 
behavioral sciences. It also includes two math- '. .:: · · 
ematics and physical and life sciences courses:·,,.:.~'_ 
Stu's to address charge!I :' 
By ROBERT SANCHEZ 
City editor 
Today at an 11:30 a.m. 
Charleston Liquor Comm-
ission hearing Mayor Dan 
Cougill, who is the city's liquor 
commissioner, will hear testi-
mony by representatives of 
Stu's, 1405 Fourth St., and 
decide if the bar should have 
its liquor license suspended for 
violating the city's liquor code. 
Stu's is one of five local tav-
erns which were charged by 
City Attorney Brian Bower 
with serving alcohol to a 19'-
year-old police informant dur-
ing one of two alcohol compli-
ance checks on Oct 20 and 21. 
During an Oct. 28 hearing, 
representatives of · Ted's 
Warehouse, 102 N. Sixth St.; 
Stix Bar and Restaurant, 1412 
Fourth St.; Ike's Little 
Campus, 411 Lincoln Ave. and 
Thirsty's, Sixth Street and 
Jefferson Avenue, accepted the 
charge of serving the infor-
mant. 
Stu's, represented by 
Charleston attorney S. John 
Muller, was the only tavern 
out of the five to deny the 
charges at the Oct. 28 hearing. 
Muller said he did not want 
to accept any charges until he 
had time to review the evi-
dence the ·city has ·against th~'. 
bar. · '.. . : 
Allegedly, Stu's sold .8.J.Cohol . .-
to the informant during ~he · 
Oct. 21 alcohol complia,'n~e 
check. If convicted of this 'violii~ .. .. 
tion, Stu's could h8ve· it.,<J liquor :· -
license suspended fo1<up· to" . 
seven days because it,'wiU be 
the bar's second offense-in the :- '.-
past year. . ,, ... ' ... 
Under state sta:tute; any : :. 
tavern found guilty of violatll:ig .. · 
city laws is given ~21 days a,tier · · 
the hearing to appeal a liquor : ,-
commissioner's verdict. Thu's .. 
any suspension of Stu's licenae . 
would not go· into .effect·.until . 
Nov. 30. . . . ... · ~ 
. ··. 
Gore gets personal,· Perot stays objective in NAFTA· debat¢ .. ~~:. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - In a com- each other and then traded a barrage business that has a free trade zone "Our problem is we do .- th~ w~rld's.-: · 
bative debate Tuesday night, Vice of charges, some of them substantive, outside Dallas will continue ... to dis- dumbest trade agreement," Jie ·said.- -
President Al Gore charged that Ross . others· more personal. tribute goods in the United States and "You. will he_ar the g\a~t auc}tl~g 
Perot has a financial stake in the Gore said Perot abandoned his one- Mexico," Gore said. sound" of jobs flooding· to Me~ci>·ifthe. .. 
defeat of the North American Free time support of the trade deal during Perot fired qack. agreement ·becomes. law, Per9_t said; 
Trade Agreement. Perot dismissed the last year's presidential campaign "to The feisty Texan said that in push- repeating his trademark · anii-l~AF'I'A 
charge as "propaganda" to defend a bring out the politics offear." Later, he ing for NAFTA, the Clinton adminis- slogan. " · '.: " . 
deal that would punish American upped the ante, saying a Perot falnily tration was in essence a front for a The agreement, if api»r.ov~~ .by 
workers. . business in Texas stood to make huge greedy corporate elite in America and Congress, would remove 'most. tariffs 
The high-stakes, prime-time show- gains as a trade center should NAFTA a corrupt Mexican government he said and trade barriers among.the Uniteq 
down was contentious from the outset. be defeated. had no interest in democracy or boost- States, Canada and Mexico over a 15-
Gore and Perot repeatedly interrupted "If NAFTA is defeated this family ~g the living standards of its people. year period. · · · · .. . . .· 
_What some ReORle won't do for a Ph.D 
What some people won't do Under so-called "shield laws," 
to earn a Ph.D. "Should the some state courts have long rec-
';. g:~=f.~ ~& ~~~;1~~ 
il ?51:5~ ~~::::J~- ::E~~!b 
Senate- election~ 
leaves much 
to be desired 
fought drive to enlightenment: Chris tain relation- supportofScarce. The associa-
Ask Rik Scarce the same ships." tion's code of ethics, like those 
question and he might show off Sundheim of other social-science groups, 
handcuffs or an orange jump- ---------------- requires researchers to maintain 
suit. confidentiality, even when the information enjoys no 
Scarce, you see, hasn't even graduated yet, but he legal protection. 
may have shown more willingness to stand behind those The association says any other approach harms its 
themes than some accomplished professors. members' ability to conduct sensitive research. 
He spent six months in prison. At first glance, Scarce's situation doesn't appear to 
Scarce, a doctoral student at Washington State have much potential to set a precedent. Without any 
University, was jailed last Nlay after he refused to testify established protection under the law. it's unlikely he'll 
before a federal grand jury about conversations he had even be allowed to make his case. 
with a suspect in a series of raids on university research Should the court decide he's right, it would mark a 
laboratories and fur farms in Oregon, Michigan and generous expansion of the legal system's protection of 
Washington. certain_ relationsbips~Likelhe_confidencebetween a_ 
Scarce, author of "Ecowarriors: Understanding the lawyer and a dient, this might extend to students, pro-
Radical Environmental Movement," didn't take part i~'ie fessors and authors of any kind the privilege of keeping 
raids; he just talked to a man who was being investigat- mum before a grand jury. 
ed for doing so. Scarce's case raises a host of questions: Exactly who 
When he refused to answer-any questions about the would qualifyfor:sudl protection? What-sort-ofpr-OOl'-
ralds, Scarce was jailed under a federal law that stipulates would a person have to provide to prove it to the grand 
the jailing of witnesses who refuse to testify before grand jury? 
Even after today's 18-seat Student juries. Would this make some indictments significantly harder 
Government elections, there will still be four As a scholar and an author, Scarce, instead, daimed he to get? And what if the crime were more serious than the 
positions vacant on the Student Senate. had a right to maintain his sources' confidentiality just as $150,000 in property.damage connected with the case 
Senate members should try to avoid the a journalist would. · Scarce was subpoenaed for, like murder, for example? 
of A judge released Scarcekom his cell last month after A decision from the bench-on whether to hear-the ---seemingly inevitable -option ap- pointing new - - - - - --- -
concluding that, according to the law, the incarceration case Is expected by January. . 
members. They should consider some way to of witnesses who refuse to testify must be coercive, not Scare told The Chronide of Higher Education there Is 
involve the student punitive. In other words, because Scarce made It dear he "no question" he will continue his research Into the racli-
-E-d--U-to---1--1- body in the selection, would not talk, keeping him behind bars served no pur- cal environmental movement, despite the risk It could 
:r a even if it means. having_ - pose. . land him in a similar predicament again. 
----------- - - a lectl - The_suspect. a frlend otScarce's.wasJncllctecLanyway _ '.'.lf_l had it to do all over, of course I would do Jt again. 
a secon e on. on charges of malicious destruction of property. I didn't have a choice In any of this." 
Four candidates are running for seven at- But Scarce Is still hopeful the Supreme Court will grant 
large positions, and four candidates are running a hearing of the case. While In prison, he exhausted all 
for five seats in the off-campus district. Nine possible appeals except for the High Court. 
- Chris Sundheim ls ne\.VS editor and a regular colum-
nist for The Daily f.astem Ne\.VS. 
candidates are running for six on-campus seats. ------------------------------------
Senate members have said they will go 
through an interview process after the election 
to appoint new members to fill the vacancies. 
This would be unfortunate, because it would 
take the student body out of the selection pro-
cess. 
The job of recruitment done by the senate 
elections committee has been shoddy at best. 
A renewed effort in the area of recruiting could 
tesult in additional petitions, and more compe-
tition for the now uncontested seats. 
There were approximately 20 applicants to · 
fill five vacancies at the beginning of the year. It 
would seem there ls an interest out there to be 
on the senate but it ha5' to be sought out by the 
cuuent members. 
Another -optton-woutd-be-toieave the-seats--
open until the next election. Although this 
would-Serve as- a- harsh-reminder-to -student 
apathy, it would rob students of representation. 
Senate members should also try to move 
some of the students in the on-campus district 
into the at-large race. The students who 
· applied would then get a position, and there 
would be fewer seats 'open .. 
Another option would be to have a second 
election, which could take place before finals 
week. Students could take their seats at the 
be8innlng of the second semester. 
No one should underestimate the. promi-
nence of the senate. The members serve as 
campus representatives and spokesmen for the 
·university. 
Srudents should get lnVQJ>.'@d, aRd the &8lat@ 
snould try its best to keep the students In the 
.process. 
'Sell-out' mentality 
in alternative music 
is elitist, juvenile 
Dear editor: 
Thanks for yet another essay on 
the-"commerdalspollage~ of-~alter-­
natlve music" (Peart Jam album 
review by Mike Meyer In Oct. 22 
Verge). Rather than focusl~ on a · 
m• ISical 'anclmad< le tbe ya 1cg 
~<:Jan Important band, Meyer: 
wastes the readers' time grousing 
about record saleS. 
lfa band speaks to you, what's the 
harm In It speaking to 10 million 
other record buyers? Meyer's "sell-
out" mentality Is elitist and reminds 
me dhlgh school. Only now, the 
alternative music fans get to play the. 
roles <:J jocks and rich kids; lording 
over bands that have yet to be col-
lared with ~lness and mass 
approval. 
·l"ourtnrn 
I'm sure Meyer Is really Into David 
Lee Roth now that he can have him 
all to himself. 
We should consider ourselves for-
tunate to have bands like R.E.M.~ U2 -
and now, Pearl Jam In our time. 
Enjoy the music. 
'Ille Dally bim:i11 News 
who showed their generosity In giv-
ing to Aoocl Relief. The total collect-
ed was $4,946.81. The Red Cross 
aid Is provided for by voluntary con-
tributions from the American people. 
All disaster aid Is free. 
For further Information, con~ the 
Coles County Chapter of the 
American-Red Cross; 81.5-18th-St., 
telephone 345-5166. office hours 8 
a.m. to noon. 
Harold 5aangrnYD 
Bhec:tut of publlc •etadons 
edllor:1990-- -
Red-Cross thanks · GueMt eolumn DOllcz 
everyone involved 
in Flood Relief 
Dear editor: 
The governing board <:J the Coles 
Coun~ American Red Cross wants to 
thank all of the lndMduals and 
groups (particularly the Visiting 
Nurses Association and Carman Hall) 
The Dally Eastern News encour-
ages readers to submit guest 
. columns concerning any topic or 
issue that may be relevant to our 
readership. 
Columns should be restricted to 
no more than two typewritten dou-
ble-spaced pagesand must include 
the author's ~e and telephone 
number. 
-> • .. ... .. ,. .. - "! ...... -... .#: f ' ... • ' ,, • • • • .. • ~ 'II - .' - .. .. ,. 
Next hearing date 
set in murder case 




prov i d 'e s 
A second hearing has been information 
set for NoV. 17 in the case of a which would 
former Eastern student await- e i t h e r 
ing trial in connection with the incriminate 
murder of a Palos Park nurse. or exculpate 
Greg Jackson, from Country (prove guilt-
Club Hills, is awaiting trial in less) the 
connection with the July Greg Jackson defendant," 
shooting death of Sheila Doyle. Tunick said. 
Jackson was arrested just "The prosecutors in this case 
prior to the beginning of the have declared an open file, 
fall semester and was indicted which means that we (the ' 
for murder Aug. 26. defense) can view any docu-
Jackson, who would have ments that we feel are neces-
been a senior this semester, sary to the case." 
was officially suspended by the Tunick said that in some 
university-in September. cases the prosecution will 
Jackson pleaded not guilty release only the information 
to the murder charges during relevant to the case. 
his Sept. 1 7 arraignment. "Because of the nature of 
Jackson is being represented . this case, they have decided to 
by the Chicago law firm of allow us access to any informa-
Stanley Hill and Associates. - ti on we deem necessary," Relaxi·ng 
Jim Tunick, an associate Tunick said. 
DEE ANN VILLECCO /Staff photographer 
attorney for Hill and an assis- Tunick said Jackson is in Sitting on top of a hill behind Greek Court, Dara Scheller, ajwiior special education mqjor, 
tant in Jackson's defense, said good spirits and continues to and Lance Phillips, a sophomore history major, enjoy Tuesday's clear skies and warm 
Tuesday the Nov. 17 status maintain his innocence in the temperatures. 
hearing will give both parties case. J ~.,.. ~ 1L __ ~ · -,....:.,. ft. ~ -·~j:I ...!I -... 
an o ortunit to exchan e "I think he's doin at and ~~...11.: .ll:LXD II'!!!!'! .-...... ~  D~ =m~o=rsoim~a·t~1~o=n~rei=g=ii.ail=r~1toiiniiiiig~t'flilie='!!"lh=elild~e~fi~1n~it~e~ly~m~a~in">lltb_a,~i~n~s-li!h~i~sii=_~~ .. '.ll'":l,.1..+1y~_-~~~~~----..-~·- . r . , ~~---~-k===== 
case. 
- "As cases progress in the 
criminal system, the court con-
ducts status hearings during 
which the parties (the prosecu-
tion and the defense) exchange 
discovery information," Tunick 
said. 
During the first status hear-
ing on Wednesday, Oct. 20, the 
prosecution released more 
than 1,400 pages of discovery 
information, Tunick said. 
Tunick said discovery infor-
mation may range from police 
reports, and crime lab reports 
to telephone and bank records 
of the victim. 
Tunick said the prosecution 
must provide the defense with 
all information relevant to the 
innocence," Tunick said. "The By JOHN FERAK impeachment of Stud.ent petitjon with the signatures of 
state has the burden of prov- Student government editor Government official as the five senate members must be 
ing that Greg is guilty beyond first item on his agenda. presented to the senate speak-
a reasonable doubt, and we The impeachment of Board However, Smith said he er and state the grounds for 
don't see that they'll be able to of Governors Representative may suspend regular business requesting removal. The 
do that." Ron Carmona on grounds of orders of the day because speaker must deliver a copy of 
Tunick said that the Nov. 17 misappropriating supplies and Kevin Cannon, acting food ser- the petition to the individual 
status hearing will give both not fulfilling his senate duties vice director, will address the within 24 hours of receiving 
parties in the case a chance to last summer will be the first senate about recent attempts the document. 
exchange additional informa- item on the agenda for • to establish some type ofvege- The impeached individual 
tion. A trial date will not be set tonight's Student Senate tarian-meal program in the will be given a hearing as the 
until all infon;nation has been meeting. residence halls. individuals supporting the thoroughly-revie~ed . . ·., . -· The. Stu.dent.Senate will ·-''We're not going to vote on impeachment introduce their 
"We need time to review meet at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the impeachment WeclD.esday evidence. The impeached 
these documents," Tunick said. the Martinsville Room of the night," Smith said. "I will party is given an opportunity 
"The judge will then take into Martin Luther King Jr. allow everything to be pre- to refute accusations brought 
account.his schedule and the University Union. sented, but we have other against him. 
schedules of the attorneys and Senate Speaker Bobby items of business to take care To remove someone from 
try to set a date (for the tri~ to Smith said he is mandated by of." the senate, a two-thirds major-
begin) that is fair to both the Student Government's For a Student Government ity of senate members must 
sides." constitution to discuss an official to be impeached, a vote to support the removal. 
Third candidate interviews for alumni director 
By LISA CARROLL 
and M.K. GUETERSLOH 
Staff writers 
Strong dedication to Eastern is an 
attribute one candidate for director of 
alumni and community relations said 
makes her a good applicant for the 
position, in an open interview Tuesday. 
Jeanne Simpson, assistant vice pres-
ident for academic affairs, was the 
third of four candidates to interview for 
the alumni director job. Ed Waller, the 
final candidate, ~ be on campus for 
interviews Thursday. 
"I have a long-standing commitment 
to beneficial changes in this university," 
Simpson said. 
If Simpson is not selected as the new 
alumni director, she said she will retain 
her current position in academic 
affairs. 
"I am in a win-win situation," 
Simpson said. "I have two jobs that I 
really like open to me." 
Simpson said she applied to the 
alumni post for several reasons, includ-
ing the need for consistent leadership, 
citing turnover in the position in the 
last few years. 
Simpson said solving problems, 
working with people and traveling also 
make the job attractive to her. 
"Alumni are an important resource 
that require close attention," Simpson 
said. "I would like to work to better 
involve the alumni and keep them as 
informed as possible." 
Simpson has been employed at 
Eastern for 18 years, beginning in 1975 
as a part-time instructor and earning 
tenure in 1986. She was awarded the 
Faculty Excellence Award in 1989. 
Simpson also began the Writing Center 
and was its director for nine years. 
Simpson earned her bachelor's of 
English from Texas Tech in 1967 and a 
master's of art in European history 
from the University of Texas in 1974. 
She obtained her . doctorate of arts in 
rhetoric and composition from Illinois 
State University in 1982. . 
"I feel.my work experience is more 
immediately useful than my degrees, 
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Candidate believes Student 
Senate should represent all 
By CHRISSY MOCH 
Staff writer 
"Since I am an RA, I'm involved with resi-
dents on campus," Nuzzo said. 
Sophomore Jerry Nuzzo's main goal is to 
Nuzzo said he regularly hears complaints 
and suggestions from students. Nuzzo said he 
has tried to bring these ideas to authorities at 
housing to start some action, but nothing has 
really been done. 
educate students about Student Senate. 
Nuzzo is one of nine students running for 
five full seats and one-half seat in the on-cam· 
pus district of today's Student Senate elections. "Through Student Senate things can be 
accomplished," Nuzzo added. A sophomore from Mount Zion, Nuzzo said 
he would like to inform students on what the 
senate does and how they can get access to it. 
Nuzzo, who is a member of the Movement 
Party, said he stands for all of the platforms 
associated with the party. These include 
improving handicap accessibility on campus, 
bringing student organizations closer together 
and moving the campus forward on alun$mm 
recycling. 
"It seems to be the voice of the students," 
Nuzzo said of the senate. 
Nuzzo is communication disorders major 
and a member of the Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes. He is involved with several small 
groups offered by the Christian Campus 
House, a member of Eastem's track and field 
team and a resident hall assistant in Douglas 
"I'm the type of guy who works like a mule 
and stands firm on the issues that he repre-
sents," Nuzzo said. "I encourage everybody tO 
vote." Hall. 
Faculty learn 111edia techniques 
By BRIAN HUCHEL 
Staff wrtter 
A conference for Eastem's 
faculty members on the use 
of multimedia in classroom 
presentations will take place 
from 2 to 3:15 p.m. Thursday 
in the Booth Library Lecture 
Room. 
.Multimedia can be defined 
as the use of computers to 
control media such as text, 
video, audio, graphics and 
animation for self-teaching 
and classroom presentation. 
As part of the conference, 
faculty members will be 
shown a video of a conference 
in which multimedia tech-








Bill Gibbs, assistant direc-
tor of Eastern's media ser-
vices, is one of the coordina-
tors of the conference. 
"Multimedia is a technical 
change in the way educators 
present classroom discus-
sion," Gibbs said. "As it 
becomes more popular, peo-
ple will begin to move toward 
it to use the technology to 
better the classroom and 
learning environment. 
"The goal of the conference 
is to introduce faculty mem-
bers to the advantages that 
can be obtailled by using th~ 
concept of multimedia," 
Gibbs said. "Educators can 
use multimedia to help stu-
dents in practically any sub-
ject." 
Faculty members who par-
ticipate in the conference will 
receive a copy of the multi-
media presentation program 
"Multimedia Toolworks!" 
A follow-up workshop for 
faculty members will be 
given from 3 to 4 p.m. Nov. 
18 in the Department of 
Foreign Languages computer 
lab, 104 Coleman Hall . 
The workshop is designed 
to give participants first· 
h~nd experience in the use of 
multimedia concepts and to 
help them develop the skills 
they may need in multimedia 
usage. 
Gibbs said he thinks facul-
.ty members will have no 
problem learning to use mul-
timedia. 
~· 345-STIX 
..;a ~e~~~· Sports Bar 
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CLU disputes anti-4IDS law 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The state's anti-AIDS 
w should be overturned because it was based 
"hysteria", not medical or scientific facts, the 
erican Civil Liberties Union said Tuesday. 
several occasions and a man convicted of sexu-
ally molesting a 9-year-old boy. 
"But there are several cases that were 
brought for biting or scratching, and they were 
dropped when the ACLU jumped in," Hammell 
said. 
The 1989 Illinois law allows state prosecu-
rs to charge someone with a felony if that per-
knows he or she is infected with the deadly 
and yet, engages in activities that could 
mit it. 
Stephen Norris, deputy director for the office 
of the state's attorneys appellate prosecutor, 
said the law is very clear. 
Under tre law, prosecutors don't have to 
ve a person actually infected the other per-
n. 
"I don't think it's vague - intimate contact, 
donating blood and tissues and fluid, and 
exchangip.g needles," he said. 
"Unlike other Illinois laws that deal specifi-
y with facts, this statute does not spell out, 
Hammell said circuit courts in St. Clair and 
Coles counties have already ruled the law is 
vague. · any way, what activity or activities are cov-
d," said John Hammell, the director of the "In the drafting, there was no consultation 
with ... any medical or public health organiza-
tion," Hammell said. "Rather than being 
grounded in scientific or medical justification, it 
S and Civil Liberties Project for ACLU of 
· ois. 
Penalties for the crime can range from three 
seven years in prison. . was just reaction out of hysteria." 
The Illinois Supreme Court was expected to 
ar argument!> in a challenge to the law on 
Norris also dismissed the claim that the law 
was based on hysteria. 
ednesday. 
Under the law, only a small number of people 
ve been c):iarged: two men accused of rape, a 
man accused of having unprotected sex on 
"The intent of this law is to punish those who 
knowingly transmit a fatal disease. You're look-
ing at something that is very akin to a form of 
homicide," he said. 
igh court bolsters victi:ms' rights 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
preme Court strengthened · 
orkers~ protection against _ . 
xual harassment Tuesday. 
ling ··· un-animously-- that-
ployers can be forced to pay 
etary damages even when. 
ployees suffer no psycholog-· 
harm. 
"So long as the environment 
ould reasonably be per-
ived, and is perceived, as 
· e or abusive, there is no 
for it also to be psycho-
gically injurious," Justice 
dra Day O'Connor wrote 
the court revived a 
nnessee woman's lawsuit 
· t her ex-boss. 
The woman said her boss, 
ong other things, had asked 
r to retrieve coins from his 
nt pants pocket, suggested 
ey go to a local motel to 
gotiate her pay raise and 
ked if she gained a sales 
ntract by providing sexual 
ors. 
"It's a big win for women," 
arcia Greenberger of the 
tional Women's Law Center 
id of the ruling. "I don't 
negate an employer's liability 
for harassment by a supervisor 
or fellow_ worker.~ -
The decision comes at a 
time ·when-complaints ·-over--
alleged sexual harassment in 
employment are increasing. 
think the court could have sent The Equal Employment 
a clearer signal that employers Opportunity Commission says 
have to take sexual harass- such complaints rose 53 per-
ment in the workplace serious- cent in the year following 
ly." Anita Hill's accusations during 
The 9-0 vote emphasizes Justice Clarence Thomas' 1991 
that "sexual harassment is confirmation hearing. 
just as much a violation of the Hill said Thomas had 
law as other forms of discrimi- harassed her years earlier, but 
nation," Greenberger said. Thomas strongly denied any 
Douglas McDowell, a lawyer ·· such conduct.-
who represents an association He sat silently during court-
of employers known as the room arguments in the 
Equal Employment Advisory Tennessee case last month, 
Council, said the ruling could and he offered no separate 
lead to more sexual-harass- written opinion Tuesday. 
ment litig~tion. The high court ruled in 1986 
"You might see an increase that on-the-job sexual harass-
in claims, but that's not neces- ment is illegal - a violation of 
sarily bad from an employer's the anti-bias law known as 
standpoint," McDowell said. Title VII of the Civil Rights 
"We're telling our members to Act of 1964 - if it is "sufficient-
get their anti-harassment poli- ly severe or pervasive to alter 
cies in place. Having an effec- the conditions of the victim's 
tive procedure in place may employment." 










auu.E.D PORK TENDERLOIN BASKET 
INCLUDES OiIPS &.. PICKl£ SPEAR 
$3.75 
Kitchen Hours 
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-9p.m . 
• BarHours ~ 
11 a.m.-la.m. 
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Perfect for-those-Cold Winter Days-or Nights -- · 
----------------------$1.00 off Any Hot Sandwich 6" or 12" 
Not Valid with any other offer or delivery. One per customer 
430 W. Lincoln 345-7827 
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We do manicures, 
naifs~ cuts, penns, 
coCor liigliligfiting. 
'S 
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$3. 99. pJus tax 
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•FRESH BAKED MUFFINS 
•BEER & WINE 
Come try dur 
PAJtlOVS STRAWBBllllY BllBAD 
!WHAT'S COOKIN'I 
~liilfflilllfi1ill• 
345- 7427 7th & Madison 
· 1 Block North of Square 
Located in the Rathskeller 
West-Balcony-
Walk-ins Welcome . ~ 
Grou~8~~~~~:tions . ('\~:~ 
r~~ ~~;,~::ppetizers 
. ~~~ salads A.& .*'-4, sandwiches l/\,~-V:...:..~' desserts ''-<:>~llamtolpm I~~,. 
-Fine Dining at Fast Food Price.s! -
Nothing Over $3.95 
"My Secretary"-Resumes, let-
ters, and papers. For appoint-
ment, call 345-6807 after 4 
p.m. 
________ 12/10 
ADORABLE 2 YEAR OLD 
LOOKING TO BE A BIG SIS-
TER! YOUNG, CAUCASIAN 
SUBURBAN FAMILY LOOK~ 
ING TO ADOPT NEWBORN 
BABY. CALL COLLECT ANY-
TIME. 708-418-8114. 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA Perfect Match Game will be tonight at 
p.rn..in the Martin Luther King Jr.-Univarsity Union Gallery. 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA Teddy Bear contest will be today from 
a.m.-2 p.m. in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Business meeting will be tonight at 5: 
p.m. in the Coleman Hall Auditorium. Executive board will meet 
5:15 p.m. 
The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report 
errors immediately at 581-
2812. A corrected ad will 
appear in the next edition. 
NOW YOU CAN SHIP UPS, 
FEDERAL EXPRESS, U.S. 
MAIL, SEND A FAX, GET 
MONEY _ORDERS, LAMI-
NATE AND MUCH MORE AT 
MAILBOXES AND PARCEL 
DEPOT. CONVENIENTLY 
LOCATED IN TOKENS, UNI-
VERSITY VILLAGE. WE 




HANDS. ALASKA FISHING 
INDUSTRY NOW HIRING 
FOR NEXT SUMMER. 11,000 
OPENINGS. NO EXP. NEC-
ESSARY. FREE RM. & BO. 




===========- CHRISTIAN CAMPUS-FELLOWSHIP will hold Wednesday ni 
All classified advertising 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed AFTER 2 
p.m. will be published in 
the following day's newspa-
per. Ads cannot be canceled 
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-
line. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-















Lowr ~ FoIJND 
~OIJNUEMElVIW 
MAKE UP TO $100 AN 
HOUR! EXCITING! UNBE-
LIEVABLE! GUARANTEED! 




IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS 
DUE TO PROGRAM EXPAN-
SION: HABILITATION AIDES, 
HOUSEKEEPING/JANITORIA 
L STAFF, ACTIVITIES STAFF, 
DIETARY STAFF, AND 
SUPERVISORY POSITIONS 
AT ALL LEVELS. 
COMPETITl),IE SALARIES. 
BENEFITS WHERE APPLI-
CABLE. APPLY IN PERSON 
AT 738. 18TH. ST.,_738 18TH. 
ST., CHAS., IL EOE. 
~--------12/10 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIR-
ING: Earn up to 
$2,000+/month + world travel 
(Hawaii, Mexico, the 
Caribbean, etc.). Summer and 
Career Employment available. 
No experience necessary. For 
more information call 1-206-
634-0468 ext. C5738. 
________ 11/12 
BEACH or SKI Group 
Promoter. Small or larger 
groups . Yours FREE, dis-
counted or CASH. Call CMI 1-
800-423-5264. 
_________ 11/11 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: _________________ _ 
Address: -----------------
Phone: __________ Student O Yes O No 
Dates to run _______________ _ 
Ad-to read: 
Under Classification of:--------------
Expiration code (office use only) __________ _ 
Person accepting ad. ______ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ___ --'L... 
Payment: CJ Cash CJ Check CJ Credit 
Check number _____ _ 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ·10 15 cents per word first 
d.ay. 1 O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
Accepting applications for 
Education majors to nanny for 
6 children in Effingham. 
Weeknights/weekends, Fall-
Summer semesters. EXPERI-
ENCE A MUST! Call Doris at 
Budgetel Inn, Eff. 342-2525. 
________ 11/30 
WANTED: PERSON PART-
TIME TO HELP WITH HORS-
ES. EXPERIENCE PRE-
FERRED. CALL 345-5696 
EVENINGS. 
COUPLE DESIRES TO 
ADOPT INFANT TO 1 YR. 
OLD. YOUR CHILD WILL 
HAVE A LOVING FULL-TIME 
MOM, CARING AND ATTEN-
TIVE DAD AND TWO 
ADOPTED BROTHERS. 
OPEN TO ANSWERING ANY 
QUESTIONS OR CON-
CERNS. CALL DENNIS AND 




Raise as Much as You 
Want in One Week! 
$100 •.• $600 ••. $1500! 
Market applications for VISA 
MASTERCARD, MCI, 
AMOCO, etc. Call for your 
FREE T-SlllRT and to qualify 
for FREE TRIP to MTV 
SPRING BREAK '94 
Call 1-800-950-1039, ext. 75. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANT-
ED: Spacious apt., close to 
campus on 6th Street. Rent 
negotiable. Gall 348-7980. 
________ 11/12 
Female Roommate wanted for 
Spring '94. Own room. Close 
to campu~. Furnished. 
$170/month plus utilities. Call 
345-6376. 
________ 11/19 
GIRL NEEDED TO SHARE 
NICE 3 BEDROOM APT. 
WITH 2 OTHERS FOR 
SPRING SEMESTER. $210 
MO. INCLUDING ALL UTILl-
Tl ES. NICE BUILDING 
CLOSE TO EIU. CALL CAM-
PUS RENTALS 345-3100 




PANAMA CITY aEACH 








HILTON HEAD ISi.AND 
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW 
CALL TOLL FREE FOR FULL 
DETAILS AND COLOR BROCHURE! 
t • 800• SUNCHASE 
ACROSS 
1 Claim 




s Singer born in 
Trinidad 
-to Basics 
t4 A cold, violent 
wind 
15 Thriller episode 
11 Kinct of ball 
17 Father of R. E. 
Lee 
20 Tokyo, once 
21 Unrelenting 
22Scheme 





34 Lombard or 
Landis 
39 Latin I verb 
subject 
•2Seaeagle 
43 Female ruff 
44 Smear with oil 
UMorselfor 
Bambi? 
49 Jalopy scars 








57 Shaver's vessel 




86 General Bradley 
87 African village 
ea Wrong 
n Screen lion in 
Oz 
DOWN 
Inside Edition News News SportsCenter Major Dad Designing Women MacNeil, Lehrer Unsolved 
Cops Entrnt. Tonight Cops Bowling Wings Jeffersons Mysteries 
Murder Movie: Scarface, National Geographic L.A. Law 
She Wrote Part1 
ov1e: ances 
8:30 with Wolves, Concl. 
9:00 Law& Order 48 Hours News 
9:30 
10:00 News News News Checkered Flag Wings Night Court 
10:30 Tonight M°A"S'H Married . . . Sports Center Wings Renegade Movie Unsolved Myst. 
Bible Study tonight at 7 p.m. at the Christian Campus Hou 
behind Lawson Hall. 
STUDENT ACTION TEAM'S weekly meeting will be tonight at 
p.m. in the Shelbyville Room of the Martin Luther King J 
University Union. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass tonight at 
p.m. at the Newman Chapel at Ninth Street and Lincoln Avenue. 
social will follow. 
THE SOCIETY FOR- the Advancement of Management will hold 
meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Room 206 of Coleman Hall. Tonig 
speaker will be from the Placement Center. 
SIGMA RHO EPSILON initiates must work at the bake sale 
Nov. 11. Sign up sheet is at the Sigma Rho display window. 
STUDENT ATHLETE ADVISORY Board meeting will be tonight 
6:30 p.m. in the Lantz Room of the Lantz Gym. 
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA will meet tonight at 7;15 p.m. at the B 
Hall Pepsi machine. Please bring canned good donl:ition. 
JR IFC MEETING will be tonight at 6 p.m. in the Greenup Room 
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Fines will be ass 
to those fraternities without two representatives present. 
STUDENT SENATE MEETING will be tonight at 7 p.m. in 
Tuscola/Arcola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. Univer 
Union. 
IAEA WORKING MEETING will be tonight from 5-6 p.m. in R 
302B of the Fine Arts building. 
DELTA SIGMA THETA food drive will be from 4;45-6 p.m. Nov. 
and 11 in Andrews, Lawson and Carmen Halls. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION STUDENT Center will hold Commun 
tonight at 9:30 p.m. at the Wesley United Methodist Chapel. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION STUDENT Center New Hope meeli 
will be tonight at 6 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation Student Ce 
across from Lawson Hall. For more information call Bern A. at 
5738 or Craig N. 345-4181. 
JUNIOR HIGH MAJORS Club's monthly meeting will be tonight 
7 p.m. in Room 202 of the Buzzard Building. Tonight's guest 
speak on interviewing. 
PRE-LAW CLUB- Mock LSAT is today at 4:30 p.m. in Cole 
Hall. 
PRE-LAW CLUB weekly meeting today at 3 p.m. in Room 207 
Coleman Hall. All majors welcome. 
Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for 
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be subm· 
to The Daily Eastern News office py NOON one business day before 
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should 
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the 
line for Friday, Saturday or Sund<iy event.) Clips submitted after d 
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip t 
illegible or contains conflicting information will not be published. 
31 Unadorned 
















Beverly Hills 90210 
Star Trek: The 
Next Generation 
Code3 
In Living Color 
48 Gossips sa The Beehive 
52 Sail supports State 
N Prophet from H Teri from 
Tekoa • Lakewood,Ohb 
M Moue 11 Miss Hogg 
as Pail'lterBonheor - 12 Scnool of 
18 Title of respect whales 
in India 83 Lon of 
17 DoU'ssound. Cambodia 
Mac & Mutley Reading Rainbow 
Pet Connection Whirligig 
Living Planet Little House 
1ngs nanza 
Beyond 2000 News 
America 
Living Planet Roy Rogers 
Movie 
ne sublessor needed for 
ring of '94. $175.00 per 
onth plus utilities , own 
m, located on 9th Street 
r campus. 348-5842. 
---------:::-,,-,,,--11/12 
BLESSOR NEEDED FOR 
RING AND/OR SUMMER 
. $125.00 A MONTH PLUS 
ILITIES. 7TH ST., 1 1/2 
OCKS FROM CAMPUS. 
UNDRY ON PREMISES. 
CURITY DOOR. CALL 
RIS AT 345-3891 OR 
NTACT WILLIAMS 
RIORS AT 345-7286. 
_________ 11/11 
ale sublessor needed for 
ring '94 . $167.00/month 
s utilities, located on 7th 
eel across Lincoln. Call 
1178. 
-------,---..,.-,-11110 
blessors needed for fully 
lshed house on 1st St. 
Ing Semester. M/F, own 
s, 5 mo. lease, $195.00 
16 utilities. Call 345-4323. 
________ 11/10 
e sublessor needed for 
ng '94. $180/month plus 
s. Call Craig, 348-1799. 
------,--,..-----11 /12 
male sublessors needed 
Spring for 4 bdrm. house. 
0.00 each. Own room. 
.·May. 345-6441 . 
11/12 ~E~-B~E~D~R"."""""O"o-=o-M-:--~A=PART-
T AVAILABLE IMMEDl-
LY. FREE CABLE, 
ER, GARBAGE. THREE 
CK FROM CAMPUS. 
2410. 
,_-----=-==--11/12 
SSOR NEEDED: Spring 
Summer '94. One 
oom/One person. 7th 
. Call 345-6379 anytime. 
,......---,----..,...--11/10 
needed to share nice 3 
m apt. with 2 others for 
ng semester. $210 mo. 
ding all utilities. Nice 
ing close to EIU. Call 
PUS RENTALS 345-




NISHED, OWN ROOM, 
T PAID-RENT NEG. 
317. ASK FOR ANDY 
--:-:-------,--11 /17 
sublessor needed for 
'94. $125/mont-water 
garbage included. Call 
,348-1234. 
Female sublessor needed , 
Spring '94. Own room, fur-
nished, $185/mo & utilities. 
Call 348-5070. 
2 bedroom apartment for two 
to four people. Furnished, 
heat paid. Available immedi-
ately. Lincolnwood Pinetree 
Apartments. 345-6000. 
,-----,.....--=-----: 12/10 
Apartment for Rent: 1 bed-
room for Sp . '94 in 
Youngstown. Free cable & 
parking. Dish washer, walk-in 
closet. 345-7963 or 345-2363. 
-,---,-----,-----,---11/12 
3 bedroom apt. for 3 people. 
Furnished, utilities paid, near 
campus.Call 348-5154. 
________ 11/10 
2 ROOM EFFICIENCY, FUR-
N I SH ED. UTILITIES 'PAID. 
PARKING INCLUDED 2 
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS. 
CALL 345-9476. 
________ 11/15 
3 bedroom apt., 3 girls Spring 
Semester $220 each includes 
all utilities. Nice building close 
to EIU. Call CAMPUS 
RENTALS 345-3100 between 
5-9 p.m. 
'79 CHEVY MONTE CARLO, 
VS, NEW ENGINE, BIG 
TIRES, FAST-ONLY $1,600. 
345-9657 
-----=---11/10 
'80 AMC EAGLE, 4 dr. Great 
family car w/auto. trans. Only 
$1,400 Yi/warranty. 345-9657. 
11/10 
G~E=T-l=T-H--=E-=R-=E-. -19=-=7-9-=T=OYOTA 
CELICA. RUNS GOOD. 
GOOD SERVICE RECORD. 
STARTS WHEN THE OTH-
ERS CHOKE. $800.00. CALL 
345-63,76. 
-------:::---11/12 
Baby Burmese Python, good 
eater. $100. Call 345-6409. 
________ 11110 
20 gal. fish tank with acces-
sories, $80. Call 348-5197. 
-----=-=-=,_..,.=11/10 
NEW SONY RECEIVER, 275 
WATTS. $300 OBO. CALL 
TODD. 348-5691. 
FOUND: greenish brown 
Backpack with Inside the 
Third World Book inside. 
Come to 127 Buzzard to 
claim. 
ll SHORT SA VE LONG' 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your "FoR SALE" 
CLASSIFIED AD 
(10 words) for 1 day for $1* 
1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who. wishes to 
an items or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced . 
________ Phone: ______ _ 
ge: (one word per line) 
· ~ 
____ Person accepting ad __ _ 
code (office use only) ____ Compositor. ___ _ 
-----~~.mount due:$ ____ _ 
FOUND: purple suede purse. 
Come to 127 Buzzard to 
claim. 
________ 11/11 
Found in Buzzard: a calcula-
tor. Come to Rm. 127 to 
claim. Must have description 
to claim. 
________ 11/10 
FOUND: "EIU MOM" sweat-
shirt at football game, claim at 
Computer Services or call 
3227. 
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY 
AVAILABLE! $6.6 BILLION 
UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR! 
Recorded message gives 
details. 345-2629, ext. 112. 
________ 12/10 
Student Senate Elections, 
November 10, 1993: 
Remember to VOTE! 
________ 11/10 
CAPONES, NOW AVAILABLE 
FOR FUNCTIONS, 6,000 FT., 
LARGE DANCE FLOOR, 
NEON LIGHT SHOW, 600 
WATT DJ SYSTEM, 9 POOL 
TABLES, FULL BAR SET UP, 
348-0288. 
________ 11111 
SUNDAY BRUNCH at STIX 
BANQUET Facility. 10 a.m. to 
2 p.m. All you can eat. Large 
selection . Bring this ad for 
$1.00 DISCOUNT. 
________ 11/12 
DAVE VISKA: Thank you so 
much for the subs & ice 
cream. You have been the 
GREATEST. WE can't wait 
until Formal! Love, the Ladies 
of DELTA ZETA. 
________ 11/10 
JUST SPENCE'S, 1148 6TH 
ST. 5 YEAR ANNIVERSARY! 
COME IN, SHOP GREAT 
SALES! FREE MERCHAN-
DISE DRAWING! OPEN 
MONDAY THROUGH SATUR-
DAY, 2-5 P.M. 345-1469. 
_ _______ 11/11 
JENNY PISKULE: 
Congratulations on being 
accepted into Sigma Rho 
Epsilon, Special Education 
HONOR's Fraternity! Your 
ASA sisters are very proud of 
you! 
________ 11/10 
SUNDAY BRUNCH at STIX 
BANQUET Facility. 10 a.m. to 
2 p.m. All you can eat. Large 
selection. Bring this ad for 
$1.00 DISCOUNT. 
________ 11112 
BOBBIE YOUNG of DELTA 
ZETA: Congratulations on 
being Sister of the Month! You 
are doing a TERRIFIC JOB 
with our philanthropy! Love, 
your sisters. 
________ 11/10 
To Julie Doss & Amy Levine 
of Alpha Sigma Alpha: Good 
luck with Student Senate 
elections! 
_ _______ 11/10 
DELTA CHls: THE ASTs are 
having a great time this week 
during the sorority superbowl. 
-----,.-,-,:---11/10 
Jen Kilibab: HAPPY 19TH 
BIRTHDAY! You're the best 
Phi Beta Chi kiddo . Love , 
Mom 
________ 11/10 
HUNGRY? Come see the 
Ladies of Tri -S igma in 
Coleman Hall! Bake Sale , 




Thank you so much for every-
thing you did for me during 
pledging! You are the best 
mom! AGO love and mine, 
Jenny 
________ 11/10 
Brian Hall of Sigma Nu: 
Thanks for your hard work 
and patience. Love, the Phi 
Beta Chi football team. 
-----...,..--~-11110 
Lee Van Guilder: Thank you 
for DJing our barn dance! We 
truly appreciated it! Love, the 
Ladies of Phi Sigma Sigma 
--------=::·.,...,..11/10 
AMY PETKUS: HAPPY 18TH 
BIRTHDAY! GET READY 
FOR TONIGHT! Love, Tracy, 
Kerry, Chris, Sarah, and 
everyone on the 5th floor. _ ____________ 11110 
ALL FRATERNITIES! GET 
PSYCHED, GET PRAC-
TICED, AND GET READY TO 
HAVE A BALL NEXT WEEK 
DURING PHI-ESTA BOWL! 
LOVE, THE ALPHA PHIS! 
_______ 11/10 
DELTA ZETA FOOTBALL: 
You ar~ AWESOME! Go DEE 
ZEE! 
_______ 11110 
Deana Antonelli: Thank you 
for everything you have done 
for us.· Love, the Men of Pl 
KAPPA ALPHA. 
------__,,-11110 
Congratulations to the 1994 
AST AHO CHls: Robyn 
McNally, Melissa Nolan, and 
Heather Sloan 
---'""0'"'."'"-....,..-::::-:----:--:--:-11/10 
CARA O'MALLEY: You're one 
year closer! Happy 20th 
Birthday. Be ready for tonight. 
Astrid, Beth, Cara M. & 
Myers. 
11/10 V_O __ T __ E_M_O_V_E_M-:E=N-:T~PARTY 
AND MOVE ON CHANGE! 
_____ _ __ 11/10 
Kowalcyzk: Thanks for the 
SHAB cry! Let's shop Vic's 
soon! What are WE DOING? 
Julie 
_______ 11110 
Calvin. and Hobbes 
CM t-to.1 ~· ~CKED A 
Pit.CE ~ PtE IN ~'f 
LIJt-lC\L' SWC. AATS ME! 
I ~M£ TO £1'\ \\.I 
Doonesbury 
- =- - - _, "' -- .. ---- - -
To our DELTA CHI coaches: 
ANDY and ERIC: You guys 
are the GREATEST! We 
couldn' t do it without you! 
Love, your DEE ZEE TEAM. 
________ 11/10 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JANA 
FREESE. ONE DAY YOUR 
MOM WILL BE 19 TOO! 
HAVE A GREAT DAY. DZ 
LOVE, KRISTI 
_______ _ 11/10 
JOHN HANLEY: GOOD LUCK 
DURING I-WEEK! l'M SURE 
YOU WILL BE A GREAT 
ACTIVE! LOVE, YOUR 
DELTA ZETA MOM 
________ 11/10 
To my ASA sisters: It doesn't 
matter if you're on the right 
track, you'll still get run over if 
you don't keep moving. 
________ 11/10 
Kristie Kahles & Melanie 
Blum: Good luck with 
Panhellenic elections. Love, 
your ASA sisters. 
_ _______ 11/10 
SARA CUNNINGHAM: 
Congratulations on getting 
Rush Chair! I know you'll do · 
an awesome job! ASA love & 
JEN JAMES.: KEEP_ YOUR 
CHIN UP 'AND SMILE . 
BECAUSE WE LOVE YO U! ·. 
REMEMBER THAT "LIVERS'":' .. ~ 
ARE GOOD! DZ LOVE ERlt{: : 
AND MICf:IELE . · . ' 
------- -· :;1110 < . 
WANTED: BASS PLAYER-AND f.· 
~I~~~~~~ ;~N~.'t~~~~~~~~: 
4034 OR 345-9100. ; .· ::·. 
--~----·-__,1 1/1 7 ... 
Geno and Melisa: You'; guys-· 
are the· best ·parfi!nts a k id". 
could ask for! Love;· t.esHe:·, 
' P.S. Thanks for ·the-."cooi T-:_.-: 
shirt. 
. ' • 11./1'0 . 
S_U_N_D_A_Y_ B_R_U_N_C_H_:a___,t STIX • 
BANQUET Facility. j o· a,rii: ti) •. 
2 p.m. ·All you can· eat. La.rge :-
selection. Bring this ad for . 
$1.00 DISC.Ol;JNT. _, 11112 > 
JUST SPENCE'S,· 1148· 6TH· ~ 
STREET. WE BUY CURRENT· : 
STYLE CLOTHl~G (PAY ' .: · 
MORE FOR DESIGNERLH}; ·• 
OPEN MO~·SAT, ·2-l? .. 345.· • 
1469. . . ' 
_ . ...... j111f '-: -" 
G--o=-oc::-=-o--=-L=l}-=-C~K--=o"""N~ELEC· .. ~·:. -
mine, Tracy TIONS STACEY 1-tART!!!' . :.: 
________ 11/10 ----~-..,..·-·._· ..,,.· •.11110.:..?:. 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~111i)1•,1ilia1•iuia. ~)::· ·: 
Make Your Friends' birthday· ·~r\· 
a BIG SURPRISE: . ":·- : · !:~::: 
with a Birthday ad: in .:\ ~'.~~:- · ;:: l<~:. 
The Daily Eastern.Ne·ws ,._: "· · F,·::~ 
HOW: Fill oUt the .. · .. §- .. ~·· 
ad below and take : i > 
Advertiser 
Phone/ Address 
it to the Studen( §'._.;' 
· Pu.~1.icBtiOfl~ - -.t r .. 1; 
business office · · . : :A 
with payment.-· · · · t- ".:: 
wHEN:.3 btisiness.'.·i·:'.. 
days before the ad. - i~ ·. :~· 
is to~ publish~. · !:.-_ :: 
. - : .· . · :· '! -
. :;-·, -_. : ·:. 
Write your , .· 5- ·· 
message :in .-tb~ -· -"L-: 
blank to tne·Jeft: '. ! ', 
~ ' · ~ ~.-· . .. .. ~. ;;~_,' .: 
Limit your,.:ad<.:.': r· 
message to 4 .. ; , ·,:. L · 
lines (pleaser:;, : .· 
. .· ... ~).-~, ·:;: ;.J:.. l-.. 
-· - .· .•. - . ~' .-_.;.·;~:~ ?: i: 
. . , = 
Date to run Accepte<f.b.Y:--<, ::, ... -: ~ 
Cost $12 QCash . .QChe~~jfq'._·:~~ ::·<t:·, 1. 
•1111111n11111111111111111111111111111n111111111111i11u11••••_.• .. •H•••••· . 
. . ~ .. , ··:·.~:'../·:=-t_~ . ... ~ .~ . 
"._; BiU"W tt~ UJ . Cl, _ , __ 




Wednesda , November 10, 1993 
The Anatomy of the Gtibank 
Oassic card: a body of services and peace of mind 
f Of· Students. For years, scientists could only theorize about the Gtibank Clas&c V~• card, 
~le to actually observe anything .below its epidermal surface (i.e. the plastic). Surely, ~e highly 
intelligent services were evidence of an advanced brain. But with the latest advances in x-ray technology, 
.and when ·the light could catch the various parts just so, it WdS confirmed·: the Cittbank Clas&cVJSa card 
1'lJ !1' is head to toe more evolved than ever imagined. ~ At its 
backbone are 3 services to cover the purchases you make 
on the card. Starting at the Lower Costol Spine, we 
see Otibank Price Protection can ~ you of the 
" best price. All you have to do is discover the· same item 
Scientists theorize that th£ mind of the Citibank Qassic Visa advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank 
cardmember (Fig. A) is secure because it receives superior 
service; th£ mind of the non-Citibank Qassic Visa cardmember 
(Fig. BJ is not secure because-could it be-it has a screw loose? will refund the difrerence up to $150~ Along the Oops-It-
S/ipPet{ Disc, Buyers Security-can cover those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 
days from the date of purchase1; and Citibank Lifetime Warranty- allows one to extend the warranty 
for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years2• SO if you ever buy a wa1kman, a stereo, 
whatever, it will be~ to know that. Citibank' can bend and be flexible while still lending support. 
~The backbone is then connected to the cranium or headbone; You can actually see it on the top left 
hand corner of the card. Look at the bottom of the page. The atibank Photocard has the head of the 
canihOlder on it, as well as his or her own signature, right on the front. That way, it will help prevent fraud. 
It will make a good form of ID as well, since you get to choose your own photo. ~ But what about the 
Nervous System? The fact is, it doesn't have one, not in the spinal cord nor in the brain. What it has is the 
Very Calm System. Because ~ if your ctedit card gets stolen, or gets lost~ an involuntary muscle called 
the Extent/us Anewcardeus activates the ~ Wallet- Service which can replace your card usually 
within 24 hours. ~ As suspected, there's another involuntary muscle: the heart-a beating and caring 
heart, big enough to give ~ts special ~ts and~. You'll receive a $20 Airfare Discount 
, . . . . 
. . 
. . . 
on domestic flights3; ~ on mail o~er purchases, sports etjuipment, magazines and music; a low 
. . 
variable interest rate of 15.4%4; and, no annual fee. (In other wonls, the c3rd itself doesn't cost a forelimb 
. . 
and a hindlimb.) ~ Naturally the heart of the Citibank VJSa card pumps life and personaliz.ed customer 
. . 
. . 
service into all its parts, 24 hours a day. So no matter what the question you might have concerning 
)QUf card, you need only call the 800 number. Citibank representatives each have a neck they are eager 
to stick out for you. They will always lend an ear. Or a hand. They will keep an eye out for you. They will 
put their best foot forward. Etc. ~ So call to apply. You don't need a job or a cosigner. And call .if you'd 
. . 
like )QUf photo added to }_'Our regular Citibank Clas&c Visa 
. . 
card. The number is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), 
extemion 19. ~ If we take· an overview· of the whole body of 
services· that make up the Citibank Clas&c Visa card~ and 
. con.mer that it will facilitate building _a credit history, then 
you must sJ:rake a leg, flex .your index finger and . call today. Not just. Visa. Citibank Visa. 
'Certain oonditions and odusions apply. Please refer to )UUr Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is undcrwritlcn by The Zurich International UK 
limited. 'Certain restrictions and limitations apply, Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service Hfe expectancy wries by PRJ:d~ and. IS al least the 
mininun hued on retail industry dala. Details Ot ~are available in your Summary of Additional Program lnlOrmatJon. 'Oft'er expires 6/'30/94. Mtrumwn ticket pun:hase 
price isSIOO. Rebates are IOrOtibank studentcardmembcrs on tickets is.Wed by ISE Flightsonly.4 The Annual Percentage Rate (APR) IOrpun:hases is 15.4%as of I0/93 and may 
vary quart.erly. The APR IOr cash advances is 1q8%. If a finance charp: is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional finance charp: IOr ~ cash advance 
transaction equal to 2%ofthe amount of each cash advance transaction; ltowe\<er, it will not he less than $2.00orgrealer than $10.00. Monarch• Noles are published by Monan:h 
Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount Communications Company. Used by permis.Wit of publisher. ~' 1993 Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. Member FDIC. 
The Daily Ea8tern New 
Monarch Notes• Version: 
With your purchases covered, 
no fee, and a low rate, the 
Citibank Clas&c V& cant will 
go easy on )QUf Nervous System. 
Call 1-800-CITIBANK 
(1-800-248-4226), extension 19. 
e Daily E88tern New8 Wednesda , November 10, 1993 ll 
Running ___ _ 
t From Page 12 He then returned to the 
per game, Floyd 45.1, Bryant starting lineup for the sixth 
'4.5 and Sarver 37.0. game of the 1992 season and 
carried the ball 16 times for 
Thompson started eight a school quarterback-record 
es at quarterback during 
e 1991 season and finished 205 yards and two touch-
5th in the nation with a downs in Western 
ushing average of 75 .8 Kentucky's 50-36 win over 
ds per game. nationally ranked Central 
Florida. The Hilltoppers, 6-3, 
egan using him at other One week later, Thompson 
ositions last season as he set an NCAA record for rush-}' h ing yardage by a quarter-
1t t e quarterback duties back with 309 yards and four 
•th Meco Malcome, who has 
·nee moved to cornerback. touchdowns in the . 
ompson was also used as a Hilltoppers' 41-39 win over 
. . Southern Illinois. 
nnmg back, w1deout and B t H b h 
turn specialist as Western u , ar aug say,s 
entucky tried to make the · Thompso~ s num?ers hav~n t 
ost of his athletic abilities. beentlquite as impressive 
• From Page 12 
27 games for the 
nthers last season, lead-
g the team in rebounds 
'th 222. Young also led the 
m in blocks (35) and was 
e second-leading scorer, 
veraging 11 points per 
e. 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee will 
sh with Eastern on Jan. 8, 
94 at Lantz Gymnasium 
d on Feb. 12, 1994 at 
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YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S 
<C>COPYRIGNT 19931 JIMMY JOHN'S INC. 
SO FAST YOU'LL FREAK AND JIMMY JOHN'S ARE fEDERA.LLY 
REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OWNED BY JIMMY JOHN'S INC. 
UIC ____ _ 
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Con, Ford averaged 18.8 ppg, 
8.4 rebounds and 2.0 block 
shots. Williams poured in 21.7 
ppg, dished out 5.0 assists, con-
verted 88 of 209 3-pointers for 
a .421 clip and also averaged 
3.3 rebounds per game. 
"Everyone on our team 
knows they're great players," 
Hallberg said of his dynamic 
duo. "They're two players who 
probably could start on some 
Big 10 teams. 
"Kenny Williams gets in 
tremendous shape. There were 
several games he played the 
entire 40 minutes last year 
and showed no signs of being 
tired," Hallberg added. 
From a statistical stand-
point, Hallberg admits no 
other players on his 12-man 
Flames roster rival those of 
Williams and Ford. AB a result, 
Hallberg says he is counting on 
a trio of 6-6 forwards to help 
Ford bang on the boards. 
Junior Mike Lampley (3.8 
ppg, 2.4 rebounds), senior 
Mario Bailey (4.5 ppg, 3.6 
rebounds) and Charles Brakes 
(7.1 ppg, 4.4 rebounds) are all 
expected by Hallberg to step 
up and have a big year for 
VIC. 
One newcomer expected to 
have an immediate impact on 
this year's 1993-94 squad is 6-
foot juco transfer Micheal 
Simmons. Hallberg labels 
Simmons as "a hard-nosed kid 
whose quickness fits into UIC's 
up-tempo style." Simmons 
played two seasons at 
Kankakee Community College 
and is expected to challenge for 
UIC's startipg two-guard post. 
Despite being picked as a 
contender for the Mid-Con bas-
ketball crown, Hallberg says 
several teams including 
Cleveland State, Wright Btate 
and also Wisconsin-Green Bay 
all could be in the hunt come 
March for the Mid-Con title. 
"Teams change so much in 
the conference," Hallberg said. 
"The one thing about the Mid-
Con is the complexion of the 
teams." 
Eastern plays the Flames 
Jan. 15 in Chicago and Feb. 5 
in Lantz Gym. 
s-
348-5454 
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH! 
6th __ 
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The craziness began midway 
through the match as Eastern 
lost the duties of its starting 
setter, Amy Van Eekeren, 
because of illness. 
"She played the first game 
and played a little of the sec-
ond, but she just wasn't getting 
to the balls," said Ralston. "It 
was just too much for her. It 
wasn't her fault." 
Senior Shannon Casey 
replaced Van Eekeren and 
filled in by dishing out 31 
assists. 
After losing two of the first 
three games, the Lady 
Panthers fell behind 7-13 in 
the fourth game before rallying 
to win 15-13. 
In the fifth game, Eastern 
was down 11-14, but a contro-
versial call by the officials 
swung gave the point and the 
Lady Panthers the momentum 
in their favor. 
After the two teams 
exchanged several points, 
Sadler sent home one final kill 
on match point to give the 
Lady Panthers the 17-15 victo-
ry. 
"It's a good time in the sea-
son for this," said Ralston. "We 
won without Amy setting. We 
won without being able to play 
everybody. This really gives us 
confidence, because we beat a 




Happy 21st Birthday 
Krutin Nielsen. 














Call Student Publications at 581-2812· 
· to schedule a date & time 
Deadline to have your group shot is Wednesday, Nov. 17th. 







By RANDY LISS 
Staff Wiiter 
Ask Lady Panther head 
volleyball coach Betty 
Ralston about this one. Just 
ask her. 
Then again, maybe you 
shouldn't. _ 
"You wouldn't believe me if 
I told you," Ralston said 
when questioned about her 
~ • squad's wacky but incredible 
7-15, 15-10, 12-15, 15-13, 17-
15 victory over non-confer-
ence opponent Bradley in 
Peoria Tuesday night. 
The win .upped the Lady 
Panthers' overall record to 
15-13 on the season and 
extended their win streak to 
six in a row. 
Defense 
Kaaryn Sadler hammered 
home 21 kills for Eastern, 
and Kim Traub picked up 20 
kills and four solo blocks, but 
that's only the beginning. Members ofEastern's women's basketball team scrimmage each other dUring 'Tuesday's practice. The Lady Panthers 
• Continued on Page 11 open their season Dec. 3-4 at the Rice University Classic in !exas. . 
New conference 
basketball team 
ready for season 
Editor's note- This is the · 
second in a nine-part series 
previewing Eastern's wo-
men basketball teams' 
opponents in the Mid-
Continent Conference. 
By DAN FIELDS 
Staff Wiiter 
the play of the Panthers? 
"To be honest, it's going 
'to be really tough," said 
Kelling. "We haven't 
played many teams in the 
The Mid-Continent Con- · (Mid-Continent), but we 
ference has rolled out the : are really excited to finally 
· red carpet for the be in a conference." 
University of Wisconsin- According to a preseason 
Milwaukee women's bas- poll, Kelling's squad is pre-
ketball team. dieted to finish sixth out of 
After being an indepen- the 10 teams in the Mid-
dent for three seasons in Continent. 
NCAA Division I, the The Panthers have four 
Panthers have joined the seniors returning from last 
ranks of the Mid- year's squad including 
Continent. But with this three starters. Kelling 
acceptance, Wisconsin- went on to say she has 
Milwaukee is , ineligible to "some experienced players 
compete in Mid-Continent and some newcomers, but I 
post-season tournament believe the seniors can 
action until the 1994-95 help the newcomers gain 
· season. confidence." · 
Coach M.A Kelling Kelling expects the lead-
enters her 16th year as ership role to fall on the 
head coach of the Panthers shoulders of senior ,c:o-cap-
With a 270-158 record at tains Erica Young and Pam 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Bartink. 
Kelling knows what it Bartink, a 5-9 guard 
takes to win. from New Berlin, Wisc., 
Before entering NCAA led last year's team in 
Division I competitio~, assists (126) and steals 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee par- (86). She also was third on 
ticipated in NCAA the team in scoring and 
Division II and the now fourth in rebounding. 
defunct Al.AW Conference. Young, a 6-0 center from 
Being an independent, Plymouth, Wisc., started 
will a new conference, in 
the Mid-Continent, affect • Continued on Page 11 
Running gam.e key to 
. Hilltoppers' success 
By ROBERT MANKER 
Associate sports editor 
Western Kentucky. head 
. football coach Jack Harbaugh 
is blatantly honest when 
talking about his team's 
offense. It's a purely option 
att_ack, Harbaugh says. 
And there's one thing 
opponents must be sure to do 
when playing the Hilltoppers 
- contain Eddie Thompson. 
Not only has the senior 
quarterback completed 40 of 
75 passes for 690 yards, he's 
also rushed for 561 yards on 
95 carries. That breaks down 
to 80.1 yards per game and 
leads the Western Kentucky 
backfield. 
"We're an option football 
team, and you've got to have 
' 
somebody at that position 
who can run, or our offense 
would not be that produc-
tive," said Harbaugh, father 
of Chicago Bears quarterback 
Jim Harbaugh. "We had 
somebody here who had that 
kind of ability, so we built the. 
offense around him." 
The Eastern 'defense will 
attempt to contain Thomp-
son's double-barreled attack 
Saturday when the Panthers, 
2-6-1, travel to B0owling 
Green, Ky., for a 1 p.m. non-
conference showdown. 
Eastern head coach Bob 
Spoo has said that his team 
has trouble defending 
l,lgainst the option, but 
Harbaugh said he has not 
seen evidence to support 
Spoo's claim. 
·"The teams we've seen 
film, they haven't really 
the option against them 
Harbaugh said of Nort 
western Louisiana Stat 
Southwest Missouri Sta 
and Illinois State; opponen 
against whoni Eastern we 
1-1-1. "At least not our · 
of option with the thr 
backs, or wishbone or wh 
ever you want to call it." 
When Thompson han 
the ball off, he also has ca 
ble runners behind him 
senior wingback Robe 
Jackson, freshman tailba 
Antwan Floyd, senior fu 
back Dion Bryant and se · 
tailback Davion Sarve 
Jackson averages 57.1 y 
UIC coach hopes Mid~Co 
predictions come true 
By JOHN FERAK 
Staff editor 
His Illinois-Chicago men's basketball team 
is picked to finish first in the Mid-Continent 
Conference by the media, but coach Bob 
Hallberg knows it's a long road to the finish 
line. 
"Everybody starts each season saying, 
'Wouldn't it be great to go to the NCAA 
Tournament," said Hallberg, a 22-year veter-
an coach of the collegiate ranks who sports a 
lifetime 436-238 career record. 
For Hallberg, though, UIC's chances to win 
the Mid-Con are as good anybody's. The 
Flames return two loaded weapons from last 
year's 17-15 squad. Back are 5-foot-10-inch 
point guard Kenny Williams and 6-8 power 
forward Sherrel Ford. Both are preseason 
conference picks. · 
Ford, a junior from Proviso East 
School, and Williams, a senior from Ly 
Township High School, are both pre-se 
picks for the Mid-Con's all-conference sq 
Although the Flames are blessed with 
stars, Hallberg said there is never a 
where Williams and Ford are ever sati 
with their level of play. 
"They both lead by example," Hallberg 
of Ford and Williams. "They're the last 
to leave the gym after practice and the 
ones to show up in the morning." 
During the 1992-93 season, which saw 
Flames finish tied for fourth place in the 
• Continued on Page 11 
